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ABSTRACT

meetings [26, 33, 36] and the scheduling of smart devices in smart
homes [14, 32]. Such scheduling problems have the unique property
that its utility function is highly dependent on users, that is, the
agents responsible for performing the scheduling task need to know
the preferences of its users to ensure that the proposed schedule
is consistent with user expectations. For example, in a meeting
scheduling problem, the agent will need to know if users have
specific time periods for which no meetings should be scheduled as
well as preferred time periods for when certain types of meetings
should be scheduled. We call this class of scheduling problems
preference-dependent scheduling (PDS) problems. The objective in
PDS problems is to find a schedule that is optimized for a given
set of user preferences. This characteristic is in contrast to other
scheduling problems, such as job-shop scheduling problems [3],
where the goal is to find a schedule that minimizes the makespan.
Unfortunately, PDS systems cannot have an unlimited amount
of interactions with users to elicit all preferences; human users are
likely to be bothered by the questions asked and are willing to only
answer few questions. As such, a key challenge in this area of preference elicitation is the identification of the limited set of questions to
ask users in order to obtain as much useful information as possible.
Most existing methods have thus far made the assumption that all
possible questions asked are equally bothersome or, in other words,
they all have the same bother costs (e.g., [35]). As this assumption
is not likely to hold in practice – users are likely to be less bothered
by a simple yes/no question compared to an open-ended one – we
incorporate a cost model that models the cognitive or bother cost
associated with asking a question. We relate this bother cost to the
amount of information obtained through the answers provided by
users. Then, we seek to identify the best set of questions to ask
such that its respective total bother cost is within a user-defined
bother cost budget.
Additionally, we assume that in PDS problems, there are strong
inter-dependencies between the preferences. For example, in meeting scheduling problems, the preferences for a meeting with one
colleague are likely very similar to the preferences for a meeting
with a different colleague. Similarly, in smart device scheduling
problems, the preferences for scheduling a smart light is likely very
similar to the preferences for other lights in the same room. To
exploit this assumption, we first represent the preferences in a preference matrix, which is a matrix whose rows correspond to the tasks
that need to be scheduled (e.g., meetings in meeting scheduling
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multi-agent researchers have proposed agent-based systems to
solve a number of scheduling problems, including the scheduling of
Proc. of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2018), M. Dastani, G. Sukthankar, E. André, S. Koenig (eds.), July 10–15, 2018,
Stockholm, Sweden. © 2018 International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and
Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.
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problems or smart devices in smart device scheduling problems) and
columns correspond to time steps for when they can be scheduled.
Then, we perform exact matrix completion via convex optimization [6] to approximate the remaining preferences in the matrix
that are not directly elicited.1 At a high level, exact matrix completion attempts at minimizing the nuclear norm of the preference
matrix under the assumption that rank of the matrix is small.
We combine both orthogonal contributions – bother costs and
matrix completion that exploit inter-dependencies between preferences – into a single integrated framework, which we call iPLEASE
(interactive preference learning and elicitation without annoying
users). At a high level, iPLEASE will ask questions to elicit preferences, each of which fills some elements in the preference matrix,
and approximate the remaining elements using matrix completion
techniques [6]. Its goal is to identify a set of questions to ask users
such that the preference matrix can be approximated as accurately
as possible and that the total bother cost incurred by all the questions asked does not exceed a user-defined bother cost budget.
Towards this end, iPLEASE formulates this resource-constrained
optimization problem as a variant of the knapsack problem, and
uses novel heuristics to identify the set of questions to ask users.

partially-filled preference matrix, subject to the sum of the bother
cost of the questions is no larger than the total budget.
• We compare these heuristics on random and a well-known realworld dataset from the DSM domain, and show that they outperform non-trivial benchmarks in preference elicitation.

2

BACKGROUND

We review the topic of exact matrix completion via convex optimization [6], which will be used to recover approximately the complete
preference matrix.
Let M ∈ Rm×n be a matrix. Mi, j refers to the entry of row i
and column j of M. Assume that we would like to know about M
as precisely as possible but the only information available about
M is a set of observed entries Mi, j , where (i, j) ∈ Ω and Ω ⊆
{1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n}. Let PΩ : Rm×n 7→ Rm×n be the orthogonal
projection onto the subspace of matrices that vanishes outside of
Ω (i.e., (i, j) ∈ Ω iff Mi, j is observed), i.e., Y = PΩ (X ) is defined by
Yi, j = X i, j if (i, j) ∈ Ω and Yi, j = 0 otherwise.
Therefore, the information available about M is summarized by
PΩ (M ). M can, in principle, be recovered from PΩ (M ) by solving
the nuclear norm minimization problem
X
min ||X ||∗ =
σk (X ) s.t. X i, j = Mi, j ∀(i, j) ∈ Ω
(1)

Application to the Smart Home Domain: While iPLEASE can
be used in the elicitation of preferences for any PDS problems, we
use the demand-side management (DSM) of smart homes as an example application in this paper. In this application, autonomous
software agents are deployed in smart plugs in homes, acting on
behalf of the homeowners to remotely switch devices (e.g., lights
and washing machines) on and off. By considering the cost of electricity, which differs throughout the day, each agent can schedule
the device usage during off-peak hours, when electricity is cheaper.
The aim in most state-of-the-art DSM approaches is to find a
solution (i.e., schedule for all devices) that maximizes monetary
savings to the homeowners as well as the comfort level of homeoweners [29, 43]. A key limitation of these techniques is that they
typically ignore both the bother cost and the inter-dependencies
between preferences (see Related Work for more details) during
their elicitation phase. Thus, with iPLEASE we propose the first
DSM system that can efficiently manage the energy consumption
of homeowners while taking into account their bother costs and
the interdependencies between preferences inferred.

k

where, σk (X ) are singular values of a matrix X and can be computed
P
via singular value decomposition (SVD) of X : X = rk=1 σk uk v∗k ,
where r is the rank of X , the uk ’s and vk ’s are the left and right singular vectors of X . Since nuclear norm is a convex function, it can
be optimized efficiently in Equation (1) via semidefinite programming [6]. Furthermore, if Ω is sampled uniformly at random among
all subset of cardinality m, and M obeys a low coherence condition,
then with large probability, the unique solution to Equation (1) is
exactly M. As a result, it is claimed by Candès and Recht [6]:
Remark 1. Low-rank or approximately low-rank matrices can be
recovered as the solution to Equation (1) using exact matrix completion
via convex optimization.
Note that it is important that Ω is sampled uniformly without
replacement to avoid trivial situations in which a row or a column
is not observed, since matrix completion is clearly impossible in
such cases. Furthermore, the rank of a matrix M corresponds to the
maximal number of its linearly independent rows of M.

Our Contributions:
• We introduce iPLEASE, the first preference elicitation approach
that takes into account user bother costs as well as exploit the
inter-dependencies between preferences during the questioning
process.
• We propose two heuristics for choosing questions to ask: (1)
A greedy myopic heuristic that repeatedly chooses the question that provides the largest utility given the current partiallyfilled preference matrix, subject to the constraint that the bother
cost of the question is no larger than the remaining bother cost
budget; and (2) A more holistic approach that chooses a subset of questions that provides the largest utility given the initial

3

PROBLEM DEFINITION

For the sake of simplicity, we adopt the concept of home device
scheduling, in which we aim to schedule devices in time. Our model
can be adopted to other settings in preference-dependent scheduling
(PDS) problems without the loss of generality, for example, devices
in home device scheduling can be seen as meetings in PDS problems.
As such, our preference elicitation problem is defined formally as:
Definition 3.1. A preference elicitation problem is a tuple
⟨A,T , Q, B(·), B⟩, where
• A = {1, 2, . . . , |A|} is the set of devices and T = {1, 2, . . . , |T |}
is the set of discrete time steps, whose preferences need to be
elicited;
• Q is a finite set of questions that can be asked;

1 Our approach can be easily extended to tensors, which can capture more complex user

preference structures, by replacing matrix completion methods with tensor completion
algorithms. However, for the sake of simplicity, we only consider preference matrices
in this paper.
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• q 2 : How likely is that you would turn on the light #1 from 4-8pm?
where we use the following scale:
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8
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HIGHLY UNLIKELY
1

Figure 1: A preference matrix for home device scheduling.
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Since time step 7 represents the time between 12-2pm, and time
steps 9 and 10 represent the time between 4-8pm, we have f (q 1 ) =
{(2, 7)} and f (q 2 ) = {(1, 9), (1, 10)}. In addition, a possible bother
cost function is one that assigns c (q 1 ) = 2 and c (q 2 ) = 3, as a user
is likely to be less bothered answering a single question that asks
the preferences over two time steps than two questions that each
asks the preference for a single time step. Hence, c (q 2 ) ≤ 2c (q 1 ).

• B(·) : 2 Q → R+ is the bother cost function that takes as input a
sequence of questions and determines the bother cost of asking
those questions; and
• B > 0 is the bother cost budget (i.e., the maximum amount of
bother cost that can be incurred).

Given a question q ∈ Q and preference matrix M, M (q) is the
update of M by q based on the user’s response to q and is defined as
M (q)i, j = pi (j) if (i, j) ∈ f (q) and M (q)i, j = Mi, j otherwise. For a
S
sequence of questions Q = ⟨q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q ℓ ⟩, let f (Q ) = q ∈Q f (q)
and M 1 = M (q 1 ), M 2 = M 1 (q 2 ), . . . , M (Q ) = M ℓ = M ℓ−1 (q ℓ ),
i.e., M (Q ) is the result of recursively updating M by questions q 1 ,
q 2 , . . . , q ℓ . It is easy to see that the order of questions by which a
matrix is updated does not affect the resulting matrix.

Preference Matrix: The preferences of a user for having devices
A scheduled in T is modeled as a matrix M, called preference matrix,
where each row corresponds to a device a ∈ A and each column
corresponds to a time step t ∈ T 2 . We use pi (j) = Mi, j to denote the
preference of the user having device i ∈ A scheduled at time step
j ∈ T , where the greater the value of pi (j), the more likely the user
will run device i at j. For simplicity and without loss of generality,
we assume that these preferences are integers in [1, . . . , 10]. Figure 1
illustrates an example preference matrix M for the smart device
scheduling problem with 3 devices (i.e., |A| = 3) and 12 time steps
(i.e., |T | = 12). M 2,6 = 8 and M 2,5 = 2 mean that the user prefers to
use the kitchen outlet at time step 6 than at time step 5.
As a row in M represents the scheduling preference of a device,
the linear dependency between two rows a and b of M imply that
the user has similar preferences on a and b. In preference-dependent
scheduling (PDS) problems, including the DSM application, it is
reasonable to assume that tasks (smart devices in DSM) that need
to be scheduled are interdependent (see e.g., [40]). This implies
that the preference matrix is approximately low rank, which allows
us to perform exact matrix completion via convex optimization to
recover the preference matrix (see Remark 1).

Bother Cost Model: Our proposed framework is generic and therefore it is compatible with any bother cost model. However, in this
paper, we use the model proposed by Fleming [15] since (i) it has
been used in a large body of literature (e.g., [9, 30]), and (ii) it also
gives the bother cost function with more exponential and logarithmic appearances for more unwilling and willing users, respectively,
that fits the users’ typical behavior in smart home domains [39].
Let Q ⊆ Q be a sequence of questions that has been asked thus
far. The bother cost model by Fleming [15] defines “bother cost so
far" (BSF) as
X
BSFQ =
c (q)β e (q)
(2)
q ∈Q

where 0 < β ≤ 1 is a discount factor used to represent the diminishing impact of interactions over time (i.e., questions asked long
ago will be less bothersome than questions recently asked) and e (q)
is the amount of elapsed time since q was asked. The total bother
cost is then computed as

Preference Elicitation Questions: Each question q ∈ Q is associated with:
• a cognitive bother cost c (q) > 0 (i.e., cognitive effort required of
the user to answer the question).
• a set of entries f (q) ⊆ {(i, j) | i ∈ A, j ∈ T } and a set of values
q
{pi (j) | (i, j) ∈ f (q)}.
Intuitively, given a user’s response to a question q ∈ Q, the sysq
tem fills a preference value pi (j) into the entry (i, j) of the prefq
erence matrix M (i.e., Mi, j = pi (j)) for each element of f (q). We
assume that users are honest in that when two different questions
fill some common entries, the preference values are consistent,
q
q
i.e., ∀q 1 , q 2 , (i, j) ∈ f (q 1 ) ∩ f (q 2 ) : pi 1 (j) = pi 2 (j). Therefore, for
q
convenience, we omit the superscript q in pi (j) from here on.

1 − α BS FQ
(3)
1−α
where3 α = 1.26 − 0.05w, Init = 10 − w, and w denotes the
willingness of a user to interact (i.e., answering questions) on a scale
of 0 (for unwilling users) to 10 (for willing users).
In our application, we assume that the system will ask questions
consecutively and will thus use the number of questions that has
been asked after asking q as the value for e (q). For example, assume
the sequence of questions Q = ⟨q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ⟩, then e (q 1 ) = 2, e (q 2 ) = 1,
and e (q 3 ) = 0. With β = 0.95 and c (qi ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we have
BFSQ = 1 + 0.951 + 0.952 = 2.8525.
B(Q ) = Init +

Example 3.2. We provide here two preference elicitation questions q 1 and q 2 with respect to the preference matrix in Figure 1,
assuming that a day starts in time step 1 and ends in time step 12
(i.e., each time step corresponds to 2 hours).
• q 1 : How likely are you to use the kitchen outlet from 12-2pm?

Objective Function: Let M be a preference matrix, where all entries are initially set to null and M (Q ) be the update of M by a
3 Intuitively, α is intended to give a nearly linear bother curve for users with moderate
willingness values (i.e, w = 5) while giving bother curves with more exponential and
logarithmic appearances for more unwilling and willing users, respectively. The value
of I nit is intended to reflect the cost of bothering a user for the first time in which
I nit will be negligible (resp. quite high) for a very willing (resp. an unwilling) user.

2 It

is worth noting that the periodicity of the device usage’s preferences can also be
represented by preference matrices and, thus, can be handled by our approach.
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sequence of questions Q ⊆ Q. Our goal is to estimate the null
entries of M (Q ) using the non-null entries in M (Q ) using matrix
completion techniques described in the background. Given a matrix
G
L (Q ) be resulting estimated matrix
completion algorithm L, let M

in a larger increase in utility than populating an entry in a row or
column with many non-null entries. Sigmoid functions satisfy these
two criteria and are widely used to define human-decision-based
utility (e.g., [12] and [21]). We thus follow the literature and also
apply sigmoid functions to estimate the utility of a (partially-filled)
matrix, and the utility of a question is defined as the difference in
the utility of the preference matrices before and after asking that
question.

by L with input M (Q ). When L is unspecified or clear from the
context, we will omit it from the superscript.
Finally, the goal of the problem is to identify an optimal sequence
of questions Q ∗ from Q and matrix completion algorithm L ∗ :

Definition 4.1 (Utility of a matrix). Let M be a (partially-filled)
matrix of size m × n. The utility of M, denoted with UM , can be
estimated as a sigmoid function
X
X
n
m
UM =
+
(5)
−(rfill M,i −1)
−(cfill M, j −1)
1≤i ≤m 1+e
1≤j ≤n 1+e

W (Q, L)

z }| {
G
L (Q ) ||
|| M − M
1
⟨Q ∗ , L ∗ ⟩ = arg min
s.t. B(Q ) ≤ B
|A| × |T | − | f (Q )|
Q, L |
{z
}

(4)

Z (Q )

where B is the bother cost budget; M is the true (oracle) preference
matrix that can be achieved in the ideal scenario where preferences
for all devices at every time step should be elicited; and ||X ||1 is
the L 1 norm (i.e., sum of all absolute values of entries) of matrix
X . In Equation (4), W (Q, L) denotes the differences between two
G
L (Q ), and Z (Q ) denotes the number of unfilled
matrices M and M

where rfill M,i (resp. cfill M, j ) is the number of non-null entries in
the row i (resp. column j) of M.
The utility of a question q is defined along with a matrix (i.e.,
the current matrix before asking q).
Definition 4.2 (Utility of a question). Let M be a matrix. The
utility of a question q, denoted with UM (q), is defined as: UM (q) =
UM (q) − UM .

entries in M (Q ).

4

iPLEASE SYSTEM

Because the sigmoid function is monotonic and updating M by q
will not increase the number of null entries, UM (q) ≥ 0. It is easy
to see that the following holds.

Our approach, iPLEASE, identifies solutions of Equation (4) by using
a heuristic to identify Q ∗ , and then employing the “matrix completion via convex optimization" (denoted with CO from here on) for
algorithm L ∗ . The reasons behind this choice are: (i) a matrix is
completed as a solution to a nuclear norm minimization problem
(see Equation (1)); (ii) as discussed by Candès and Recht [6] the
matrix completion problem can be formulated in terms of semidefinite programming (e.g., see [41]), and there exist many efficient
algorithms and high-quality softwares for solving these types of
problems.
We propose two heuristics to identify Q ∗ :
• One-shot heuristic is a wholistic approach that chooses a subset
of questions that provides the largest total utility given the initial
partially-filled preference matrix, subject to the bother cost is
no larger than the bother cost budget.
• Multi-shot heuristic is a greedy myopic approach that repeatedly
chooses the question that provides the largest utility given the
current partially-filled preference matrix, subject to the bother
cost of the question is no larger than the remaining bother cost
budget. In each iteration, the utility of questions will be updated.
We next describe how to compute Q ∗ . Assume that we have a
preference matrix M that might be partially filled.

Proposition 1. For q 1 , q 2 , UM ( {q1,q2 }) ≤ UM (q1 ) +UM (q2 ) . The
equality happens when f (q 1 ) ∩ f (q 2 ) = ∅
Since the constraint in 0-1 KP is linear, we need to estimate the
β =y
bother cost of a sequence of questions as a linear equation. BSFQ
be the BSFQ in which β = y. From Equation (2), since 0 < β ≤ 1, it
is straightforward to have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let Q ⊆ Q be a sequence of questions that has been
asked, and given a BSFQ with respect to an arbitrary β (0 < β ≤ 1).
β =1

Then, BSFQ ≤ BSFQ .
From Equation (3), it is straightforward to show:
Lemma 4.4. Assume a bother cost budget B > 0, and let Q ⊆ Q
be a sequence of questions that has been asked. Then, B(Q ) ≤ B iff


loд10 1 − (B − 10 + w )(1 − α )
BSFQ ≤
(6)
loд10 α
Intuitively, Lemma 4.4 says that the “bother cost so far" of Q satisfies
Equation (6) if and only if the total bother cost B(Q ) does not exceed
the bother cost budget B.
Let T B,w denote the right-hand side of Equation (6). Based on
Lemmas 4.3-4.4, we have the following theorem.

identifying Q ∗

One-shot Heuristic: We formalize the problem of
by formulating it as a 0-1 Knapsack Problem [28], denoted with 0-1
KP. This formalization requires the utilities of the questions in Q.
Given that iPLEASE uses CO as its matrix completion algorithm,
and CO assumes that the set Ω of observed entries is sampled
uniformly without replacement, it is reasonable to assume that
f (Q ) exhibits a uniform distribution.
Based on this assumption, the utility of a (partially-filled) matrix
should be defined based on two criteria: (1) The larger the number
of non-null entries in the matrix, the larger its utility; and (2) Populating an entry in a row or column with few non-null entries results

Theorem 4.5. Given a bother cost budget B > 0 and a sequence
β =1
of questions Q ⊆ Q that has been asked, if BSFQ ≤ T B,w , then
B(Q ) ≤ B.
Since T B,w can be seen as a constant which depends on the
inputs B and w (since α is computed from w), Theorem 4.5 allows
β =1
us to check whether B(Q ) ≤ B by checking BSFQ
≤ T B,w ,
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Algorithm 1: one-shot(Q, M, B, w)

Initial
Phase

: A set of questions Q; a matrix M ; a bother cost budget B; a
willingness value w
Output : A set of question Q ∗ ⊆ Q
return Q ∗ = 0-1KP( Q, M, B, w )
Input

1

Find a Subset of
Questions to ask

Initialize Preference Matrix

Filling-Up
Phase

Interact with User

Elicit Preferences in Matrix

Completion
Phase

Completed Matrix

Run Matrix Completion via CO

Algorithm 2: multi-shot(Q, M, B, w)
: A set of questions Q; a matrix M ; a bother cost budget B; a
willingness value w
Output : A set of question Q ∗ ⊆ Q
Let Q ∗ = { }
while true do
Compute B ′ = r emain (Q, B, β, w )
Compute q = one-shot-one-question( Q, M, B ′, w )
if q , null then Q ∗ = Q ∗ ∪ {q }
else return Q ∗
Input

2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 2: iPLEASE Workflow

This motivates the multi-shot heuristic that repeatedly chooses one
question at a time until the budget cost is exhausted. In this paper,
we will use a greedy algorithm for implementing this heuristic,
i.e., at any step, we select the question that provides the largest
updated utility given the current partially-filled preference matrix,
subject to the constraint that the bother cost of that question is no
larger than the remaining bother cost budget.
Given Q, M, B, β, and w, as in the one-shot heuristic formalization, we define the one-shot-one-question problem as the problem
of selecting one question q ∈ Q such that UM (q) = max{UM (q) |
q ∈ Q, c (q) ≤ B}. When no such q exists, we write q = null. We
also write q = one-shot-one-question(Q, M, B, w ) to denote that q
is a solution of this problem.
Let Q be a sequence of questions ⟨q 1 , . . . , qk ⟩. We denote with
remain(Q, B, β, w ) the remaining bother cost budget after asking
the questions in Q, i.e.,
X
remain(Q, B, β, w ) = T B,w −
c (qk )β e (qk )+1
(10)

making it possible to identify Q ∗ using the 0-1 KP. This is done as
follows.
Given the set of questions Q = {q 1 , . . . , qn }, a matrix M, a bother
cost budget B, and a willingness value w, the 0-1 Knapsack Problem
for selecting a subset of questions Q ⊆ Q such that
n
X
maximize
UM (qk )x k
(7)
k=1
n
X

subject to

c (qk )x k ≤ T B,w

(8)

k=1

where, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n

 1, if question qk ∈ Q
xk = 
(9)
 0, otherwise

We write Q = 0-1KP(Q, M, B, w ) to indicate that Q is a solution of
the above problem, and Q = ∅ when the problem has no solution.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of using the one-shot heuristic given a set of questions Q, a matrix M, a bother cost budget
B, and a willingness value w. It selects a subset of question Q ∗ ,
denoted with Q ∗ = one-shot(Q, M, B, β, w ) based on this heuristic
and returns that subset as the solution of the preference elicitation
problem.
P
β =1
Note that nk=1 c (qk )x k in Equation (8) is identical to BSFQ ∗
where Q ∗ = 0-1KP(Q, M, B, w ). Theorem 4.5, the knapsack constraint (8), and Algorithm 1 imply the next theorem.

q k ∈Q

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of using the multi-shot
heuristic given a set of questions Q, a matrix M, a bother cost budget B, and a willingness value w. It selects a subset of question
Q ∗ , denoted with Q ∗ = multi-shot(Q, M, B, β, w ) based on this
heuristic and returns that subset as the solution of the preference
elicitation problem. In more detail, it first initializes Q ∗ as an empty
set (Line 2), and then iteratively adds to Q ∗ a question q that is
the solution of the problem one-shot-one-question(Q, M, B ′, w ) in
which B ′ is updated as B ′ = remain(Q, B, β, w ) (Lines 3-7). This
iterative update ends when one-shot-one-question(Q, M, B ′, w ) returns null (i.e., all questions that are not in Q ∗ have a bother cost
that is larger than the remaining bother cost budget). It is straightforward to see that this algorithm is guaranteed to terminate since
the bother cost of all questions is positive and the remaining bother
cost budget is reduced after each iteration.

Theorem 4.6. If Q ∗ = one-shot(Q, M, B, w ) then B(Q ∗ ) ≤ B
Multi-shot Heuristic: The one-shot heuristic is simple but it has
some undesirable consequences. It chooses a subset of questions
based on utilities of questions that depend solely on the current
(partially-filled) matrix. Therefore, it does not take into account of
the mutual effect of questions in that subset. In particular, in an
extreme case, if questions in that subset elicit too many cells of the
same rows or of the same columns, by Proposition 1, the objective
function in Equation (7) will overly estimate the actual improved
utility of preference matrix after asking that subset of questions.

iPLEASE Workflow: Given ⟨A,T , Q, B(·), B⟩, a diminishing factor
β, and a willingness value w of a user to interact with the bother cost
function defined in the previous section, our iPLEASE system has an
extra parameter, an integer I. It uses this parameter to initialize the
preference matrix M with a random set I ⊆ {1, . . . , |A|}×{1, . . . , |T |}
of positions in M such that |I | = I before focusing on selecting the
set of questions that will be used to complete M. This is a reasonable
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Figure 3: Error Results on Randomly Generated Problems
assumption as it is acceptable for a system to ask users to answer
questions in a survey prior to the first time in using the system.
We consider this initialization process (see Initial Phase below) as
a preprocessing phase to pre-populate the preference matrix. The
workflow of iPLEASE (see Figure 2) has the following phases:
• Initial Phase: iPLEASE solves the 0-1 integer linear programming
problem defined by: Select a subset of questions Q that fills
positions in I in M such that
n
X

minimize
k =1
n
X

subject to
k =1
n
X

c (qk )x k

(11)

c (qk )x k ≤ T B,w

(12)

yi, j x k ≥ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ I

(13)

there is no algorithm that directly solves our problem described in
Equation (4). Therefore, we implement three benchmark elicitation
frameworks to compare against our proposed framework:
• Random (Rand): This framework iteratively asks the user a
random (non-duplicated) question from the given set of questions
until the remaining bother cost budget is insufficient to ask any
other question. Then, it uses CO, the same matrix completion
algorithm used by iPLEASE, to complete the resulting partiallyfilled matrix.
• One-shot Disagreement (Dis-1) and Multi-shot Disagreement (Dis-m): The Dis-1 and Dis-m frameworks consist of 3
phases that are the same as the 3 phases in iP-1 and iP-m, respectively. The only exception is that they compute the utility
of questions differently, based on the level of disagreement proposed by Chakraborty et al. [8] and Lan et al. [24]. Specifically,
a committee of matrix completion algorithms – that consists of
CO [6] and “Matrix completion from a few entries" [20]4 – are
applied on the partially-filled matrix from Step 2 to impute null
entries. The variance of imputing (among committee members)
of each entry is taken as a measure of uncertainty of that entry.
The utility of a question is computed as in Definition 4.2 in which
the utility of a matrix is the summation of the uncertainty of all
of its entries, which is different from Definition 4.1.
In our experiments, we set |A| = 55, |T | = 24, β = 1, w = 5, and
I = 150 (see Further Discussion subsection later for the choice of
I). Then, the size of the preference matrix is 55 × 24. We created
1790 questions (i.e., |Q| = 1790). Intuitively, each question straightforwardly asks the user their preference for using k devices in ℓ
time steps (i.e., 1 ≤ k ≤ 55, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 24). The cost of each question
q is set to the following: c (q) = k if ℓ = 1 and c (q) = k × ⌊ℓ/2⌋
otherwise. Its intuition is that each different device will require 1
unit of cognitive cost to answer. The component ⌊ℓ/2⌋ intuitively
reflects our assumption that the user is less bothered answering
one question that asks for preferences on multiple time steps compared to answering multiple questions, each of which asks for the
preference for one time step. In our experimental setup, the range
of cognitive costs of the 1790 questions is [1, 72]. We report the
error in the solutions found as well as the runtimes of the different algorithms, averaged over 30 randomly generated instances
per configuration. The error in a solution is computed using the

k =1

where, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, x k is defined in Equation (9), and

 1, if qk is selected ∧ qk ∈ д(i, j)
yi, j = 
(14)
 0, otherwise

where д(i, j) = {q ∈ Q | (i, j) ∈ f (q)}.
We write Q = Initial_Fill (Q, I, B, w ) to say that Q is the solution of the initial phase. When there is no solution, Q = {∅}.
• Filling-Up Phase: Assume that Q = Initial_Fill (Q, I, B, w ). If
Q , {∅}, iPLEASE uses the one-shot or multi-shot heuristic to
fill the matrix M under the condition that the total budget cost
is B ′ = B − B(Q ).
• Completion Phase: iPLEASE uses CO to complete M, the result
D
of the second phase whose result is M.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We empirically evaluate the iPLEASE framework on randomlygenerated problems (i.e., randomly-generated preference low rank
matrices) as well as demand-side management (DSM) problems
using the real-world REDD dataset [22].
We implemented iPLEASE with the one-shot heuristic (iP-1)
and iPLEASE with the multi-shot heuristic (iP-m) using MATLAB®
Release 2016b, in which we used CVX, a package for specifying
and solving convex programs [11, 18], to solve the nuclear norm
minimization problem in Equation (1). To the best of our knowledge,

4 We
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Figure 4: Runtimes on Randomly Generated Problems
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Randomly Generated Problems: We vary the rank of the oracle
preference matrix, denoted with rank and the bother cost budget.
The r -rank oracle preference matrix is generated as follows. First
we generate a matrix M 0 of size r × 24 whose entries’ value are
randomly generated from the range [1, 10], and thus, rank of M 0
is r . Then the oracle preference matrix of size 55 × 24 is generated
in the way that each of its row is selected randomly from rows
of M 0 . In all experiments on random dataset, we make sure that
the oracle preference matrices have the rank as indicated. Figure 3
and Figure 4 show the average error and runtime, respectively. We
make the following observations:
• As expected, for all algorithms, the solutions improve (their
error decreases) as the budget B increases. The reason is that
the algorithms are able to ask more questions, which results in
the need to approximate fewer entries in the preference matrix.
• In general, the ordering of algorithms from best to worst (in
terms of the quality of solutions found) is iP-m, iP-1, Dis-m,
Dis-1, and Rand. iP-m is consistently better than the others,
and Rand is consistently worse than the others. iP-1, Dis-m,
and Dis-1 algorithms find similar solutions with no statistically
significant differences in quality. This observation shows that
the use of sigmoid functions to define the utility of questions
(see Definitions 4.1 and 4.2) coupled with the ability of iP-m to
take into account the mutual effect of questions by updating
the utility of questions in each iteration results in statistically
improved results.
• The error for iP-m error increases with increasing rank, and the
error for the other algorithms remain relatively unchanged for
all ranks.
• As expected, for all algorithms, the runtimes increase as the
budget B increases. The reason is that the algorithms need to
identify more questions to ask as the budget increases.
• The increase in runtime is negligible for Rand, iP-1, and Dis-1.
The reason is that the additional computation needed to identify
the additional questions is minimal.
• The increase in runtime is significant for iP-m and Dis-m as they
need to re-evaluate the utility of all unchosen questions in each
iteration in addition to choosing an additional question to ask.
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Figure 5: Experiment Results on REDD Dataset

• In general, the ordering of algorithms from fastest to slowest is
Rand, iP-1, Dis-1, iP-m, and Dis-m. The runtimes of iP-1 and Dis1 are statistically similar. Rand is the fastest as it does not need
to compute the utility of questions. The one-shot algorithms,
iP-1 and Dis-1, are both faster than their multi-shot counterparts
as they need to compute the utility of questions once only. In
contrast, the multi-shot algorithms, iP-m and Dis-m, both need
to update the utility of questions repeatedly in each iteration.
Finally, iP-m is faster than Dis-m because it needs to run the
matrix completion algorithm once only. In contrast, Dis-m needs
to run all the matrix completion algorithms in its committee of
algorithms in each iteration.
Therefore, in summary, iP-m is able to find the best solution but at
a cost of large runtimes. In contrast, iP-1 and Dis-1 are able to find
worse solutions at smaller runtimes. This range of algorithms thus
allow users to trade off solution quality for smaller runtimes based
on the requirements in their applications.
REDD Dataset: We use the Reference Energy Disaggregation Data
Set (REDD) [22], which includes electrical usage data from six
different houses for approximately 35 days. We use data of 9 devices
in house 1, collected from April 18, 2011 to May 24, 2011, as they
provide the most detailed data. The raw data in the dataset contains
power consumption of devices with a granularity of 3 seconds,
which we converted to a list of cyclic on-off events. If a device i is
turned on or off at a time step j on a specific date d, the preference
for using i at time step j on date d is set to 8 or 2, respectively.
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We then average the preferences over all dates. We first create a
matrix M 1 of size 9 × 24 where each row is the preferences for
using 1 (out of 9) device for 24 time steps. We then generate the
oracle preference matrix of size 55 × 24, which has rank of 9, in the
way that each of its rows is selected randomly from rows of M 1 .
Figure 5 shows the average error and runtime, where, in general,
the trends from the randomly generated problems apply here as
well. However, the magnitude of the errors in this dataset is up to
50% smaller than in the randomly generated problems. The reason
is likely due to the underlying strong interdependencies between
the preferences – the approximate rank of the dataset is around 5.

preferences may be missing, and their general solver schema is to
interleave branch and bound search with elicitation steps.
However, all the works above neither consider heterogenous
bother costs nor interdependency between the preferences. Thus,
they cannot efficiently tackle our problem. There are two recent
frameworks that do consider bother costs: Tabakhi et al. [35] uses
heuristics to identify k critical devices whose preferences should be
elicited, where k is a user-defined parameter. Thus, it assumes that
all queries have identical bother costs, which is not realistic. Truong
et al. [39] do consider heterogenous bother costs, but do not assume
any underlying interdependency structure of the preferences and,
thus, cannot exploit it. Finally, it is worth to mention a very recent
related work of Lewenberg et al. [25], which uses Bayesian matrix
factorization to infer interdependent data in a surveying domain.
However, this work does not consider user bother cost during the
inference process and, thus, is not suitable to our problem.
Additionally, in the automated negotiation literature, there exist
some work in which queries to ask users can be associated with
arbitrary bother costs [1, 2]. However, bother costs are typically
included in the objective function. Thus, proposed solutions typically select a query that ensures the highest expected negotiation
payoff (i.e., a combination of utility and bother cost). As such, it is
regarded as a one-shot optimization problem. In contrast, iPLEASE
selects the question to ask based on the current state of partially
filled preference matrix and the remaining predefined-bother cost
budget. Thus, we are more interested in an optimal sequence of
queries whose total bother cost does not exceed a budget.

Further Discussions: We discuss here the intuition of setting I =
150 in our experiments. We observe that if I is set to a smaller
value, e.g., I = 100, “Matrix completion from a few entries" in
Dis-1 and Dis-m takes too long to converge and fails to converge
at times. Moreover, if we set I to a larger value, for experiments
with B = 500, the remaining bother cost budget for computing
heuristics in Filling-Up Phase of iPLEASE is very small and, thus, it
will not clearly show the advantage of our proposed heuristics.

6

RELATED WORK

As iPLEASE performs active matrix completion to solve preference elicitation problems, we describe how it relates to these two
broad areas. There is a large body of research on active matrix
completion: Boutilier et al. [5] used collaborative filtering to query
ratings for products to maximize the increase in the expected value
of information. Extending this work, Jin and Si [19] assumes prior
information, and proposed a Bayesian approach that query entries
to minimize model uncertainty. In a different approach, Rish and
Tesauro [31] suggested a margin-based approach that queries entries with the least completion confidence that are closest to the
decision boundary of the completion model. Chakraborty et al. [8]
proposed distribution- and committee-based querying strategies,
which were later extended by Sutherland et al. [34] to strategies
that minimize the uncertainty of the completed model, using probabilistic matrix factorization methods. However, unlike iPLEASE,
they all do not consider bother costs in their querying strategies.
There is also a large body of research on preference elicitation [17].
Due to space restrictions, we focus on the techniques that are most
closely related to our approach. They include passive elicitation
techniques—that make use of machine learning methods to learn
users’ preferences based on historical data [27, 39]—and static elicitation techniques that either asks users a number of preset questions [38] as well as alerts and notification messages to interact
with users [10], or asks users to rank alternative options or userprovided option improvements to learn a (possibly approximately)
user preference function [4, 7, 37, 42].
In addition, there are some lines of work that address preferencedependent scheduling problems where some preferences are missing as incomplete soft constraint problems. For example, open
CSPs [13] and interactive CSPs [23] work with domains that can be
partially specified. Their approaches are to solve larger and larger
problems until a solution is found, while minimizing the number
of variable values asked to the user. Differently, Gelain et al. [16]
assumes variable values are known from the beginning, while some

7

CONCLUSIONS

In preference-dependent scheduling (PDS) problems, user preferences need to be elicited or approximated prior to solving the scheduling problem. As PDS systems cannot have an unlimited amount
of interactions with users, preference elicitation algorithms seek
to identify the best subset of questions to ask users such that the
most useful information is gained. Existing methods assume that
all questions have equal bother costs, which is unrealistic in practice. Further, they do not exploit the fact of often having strong
inter-dependencies between preferences for tasks that need to be
scheduled.
In this paper, we introduce the iPLEASE system, which remedies
both of these deficiencies by (1) incorporating a bother cost to each
question, which is dependent on the amount of information it elicits,
and (2) using matrix completion algorithms, which exploits the
inter-dependencies between tasks, to approximate the preference
matrix. Experimental results show that it outperforms non-trivial
benchmarks on both randomly-generated problems as well as on a
real-world DSM dataset. Future work includes the integration of
this framework with scheduling algorithms to better evaluate the
impact of the schedules found when different preference elicitation
algorithms are used.
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